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LADY NOVELIST'S PSYCHIC
EXPERIENCES
INTERVIEW WITH MISS URSULA BLOOM
MISS URSULA BLOOM has secured a wide reading
public for her stories, but comparatively few of her
many readers know of her deep interest in Spiritualism,
and of her own psychic experiences.
Recently, she was good enough to talk for half an
hour to a representative of LIGHT and to answer a number
of inquiries.
"Is it true that you yourself are psychic?" was the first
question.
She nodded. " They tell me so," she said. "Anyway
I have found that if I laid myself open to messages, they
ey-were mosrdistu-rhing. I was always-getting
a jumble through, a confusion of thought that was entirely
bewildering. I had to stop it. It would have upset
my own work far too much, and I do not think that the
other side would have gained anything by it."
" T.P-ere your people that way too?"
" My mother was a most wonde1ful woman, and undoubtedly had second sight. She believed in Spiritualism
at a time when few believed in it. She was utterly and
entirely convinced in its truth although she had never
attended a seance.
I wish I could have half her faith
1n 1t. I have never been able to accept any theory blindly,
and have not her same conviction, even though she .h as
communicated with me repeatedly through automatic
writing."
" Has she given you evidence in her communications that was

most anxious to talk to me and tell me things about
herself, and about myself too. She fusses about my health
a great deal, and has an absorbing interest in all that I do."
" Do you communicate with other relatives ? "
" The last time I went was recently. I was told her
father wished to speak to me. He died when she was six,
so that I could not imagine why he wanted to come
through. He gave his Christian name, and he said that
he came to thank me. I asked what he meant, and he
spelt out the word "Kerria." Recently I found that his
grave was in a bad state, and had had it done up. My
mo.th.er- once tolcl me_ tha a kerria was his favourite
flower, and I, remembering this, -had one - plame~fthere.
The Medium had never heard of the flower."
"Have you ever seen a ghost yourself?"
"Yes, and strangely enough the ghost was myself. It
was just before my second marriage and I took an old
house in the country. I was standing in the hall talking
to the agent about the fixtures, when turning, I saw myself
coming down the stairs carrying a tiny baby in my arms.
I was very disturbed, as I thought it was a vision of the
future, and believed that I should die if I had another child.
However I moved in. Six weeks later my housekeeper
had a baby in the house. When the little thing was two
days old, I brought her down to warm her in the kitchen,
and only as I was coming down the stairs did I remember
that I was wearing the same dress that I had worn when
I actually saw myself."

pro~f?"

'' Certainly she has given me very remarkable evidence.
I only go to a sitting about once a year, but she is always

" Is that th.e on!J time ? "
"It is the orJy time that I have distinctly,seen anything,
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(Continued from previous page.)

and I could not understand it at all.
tant, and meant so little really."

It was so unimpor-

" Tell me about the other times ? "
When I first went to visit my father-in-law it was
rather dreadful. He had a small country cottage which
he had built for himself (I imagined when his wife died).
It was quite new. When I went into our room I had a
terrible feeling. I cannot attempt to describe it, because
it was merely the feeling that there was something dreadful
in the room. Between three and four in the morning I
woke, and then I knew what it was. I don't know how
I knew, but I did know. Later I asked my husband.
I told him that someone had died there, and that the
coffin had rested for a while beside the bed, and then in
front of the fireplace. It was quite true. My motherin-law had died there. I had no idea at the time, because
I thought that my father-in-law had built the place to get
away from the house associated with her death."
" Did it continue ? "
" Yes, that room was always terrible to me. Finally
I went to a Medium who helped me considerably. She
said that my mother-in-law had found I was sensitive,
and had tried to tell me about some money she had got
saved and which she wanted her son to have. The curious
thing was that some hours before she died, she had mentioned some money that she had got hidden away somewhere, but she was too ill to speak with clearness, and they
could not understand where it was. This I hoped was
going to be cleared up now. I followed all directions,
and got into communication with her myself, but we
never found the money. My husband and I searched the
house from top to bottom. It was, she said, in war
savings, and I wrote to the Post Office to ask if any certificates had been taken out in her name. It was no use.
Either I could not understand her message, or she had
got it wrong."
" Yott have never found out abottt it ? "
"I have discovered that she never took out any savings
certificates, although she may think she did. I can think
of nowhere in that house where the money could have been
hidden. I shall never be able to find out now."
" What do yott suppose is the futttre of Spiritualism ?"
" I think that it must progress, but I am sure we are
only standing on the threshold. I am always arguing with
myself as to whether I believe it or not. I feel that the
proof for it is less fantastic than my arguments against it.
It is our duty to the generations to come to investigate it,
and to try to set it on a ,proper footing. I cannot understand these people who have no interest in what comes
after death. It is something so entirely personal, something which should absorb a certain proportion of our
time. This world is, I am convinced, a school for the
world which follows. It is our duty to fit ourselves for
the world which follows."
Miss Ursula Bloom is obviously very sincere in all she
says. She will not commit herself, but feels the ground
carefully before her. As she says, Spiritualism is " so
serious a subject that it can only be treated with profound
caution and respect."
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A DOCTOR'S RETURN
CLEARING AWAY SUICIDE SUSPICIONS
By DR. FIELDING-OULD
EARLY this year I had a sitting with a Medium whom
I had never seen before, and who had never seen me.
She went rapidly into trance and her control told me many
things of a personal nature and in connection with my work
Suddenly the voice changed and the new control said
" I am D- -do you remember me ? " I replied that I
once knew a doctor of that name. He continued :
" I wanted you to know it was not suicide. I was much
worried at home and took a sleeping tablet, then thinking
I was better without it, I took an emetic which proved
too much for me and my heart stopped."
I had known a Dr. D.- eleven years earlier and had
discussed psychic matters with him on several occasions.
About three months before the sitting with t he Medium,
I had seen that Dr. D.- had died suddenly in London,
and, having regard to all the circumstances, I said to myself: "I am afraid that looks very like suicide." I
thought no more of the matter, although I searched the
papers in vain for a report of the inquest.
The Control continued : " I was much worried at home,
my wife was always creating difficulties. She accused me
falsely of 'carrying on' with a parlour maid who was a
faithful servant, and my wife discharged her, which created
more difficulties for me. Do you know my successor ?
Get in touch with him-he can tell you something. My
wife is giving him trouble."
I at once wrote (not knowing his name) to the successor
of Dr. D- and soon received a telephone message from
Dr. M-, saying he would come and see me.
When he arrived I said " Did you know Dr. D- ? "
He replied " Yes, I succeeded him. Poor D .- , he had
a rotten time at home and often saw patients quite late
·at night in order to avoid going home. His wife caused
him a lot of worry and accused him of a liaison with the
maid. I knew it was all untrue. A post mortem was
held and it was decided that he died from heart failure
brought on by worry and overwork."
I asked : Is the wife worrying you ? - " No, not in
the practice, but she gave me a lot of trou ble when I
took over the house and practice."
Here we have a straight forward account of facts given
by a Control and subsequently verified to the letter by a
third entirely independent person. The initials have been
changed for the purposes of this account. Mrs. Abbott
was the Medium.

SNOW AS AN APPORT
Dr. Elmer Chengery Pap, President of the Budapest
Metapsychical Society, writes :" Rabbi Isaac, the control of Lajos Pap, promised
eighteen months ago to bring ice as apport into the
warm laboratory room. In a sitting held on December 16th,
the promised apport came. Nine times the Medium
made snatching motions with his hand and deposited in
lumps from hazel-nut to walnut size small masses of
snow in a bottle on the luminous table top. T he temperature of the room was 22 1 /2 Celsius. The snow melted.
" The control said this apport is more important than
living animals for no one will imagine that the Medium
could swallow, before the sitting, snow, and be able to
regurgitate it during the sitting."
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WAITING TO BE BORN
NEW LIGHT ON THE PROBLEM OF PREEXISTENCE
MAETERLINCK, in his once-popular play, " Blue
Birds," gave a series of pictures of infant souls waiting
to be born into earth-life. These pictures were charming,
but they were never regarded as having any basis more
substantial than that of a poet's dream. Now it would
appear as if confirmation of the poet's dream were being
provided in a series of communications purporting to come
from the discarnate Prof. J. H. Hyslop through the trance
mediumship of Mrs. Eileen Garrett.
These communications were received by Mrs. Helen
C. Lambert, in a series of sittings held during the months
November to May, 1932-3, and they are published in
two volumes under the title, Cure Through Suggestion (Moss
and Kamin, New York City, price not stated).
The relief or cure of bodily and mental troubles through
prayer and suggestion forms the main theme of the
communications ; and that the information given was of
practical value may be gathered from Mrs. Lambert's
statement that " of the twenty patients for whom effort has
been made during the year, fifteen have shown striking
results."
Information regarding the souls waiting to be born
is .given as part of the instruction for effecting cures, and
it is so startling that the J. H. H. control (speaking through
Mrs. Garrett in trance) says : "I know if anyone heard
me make such statements, it would be considered that
both you [Mrs. Lambert] and I had outlived our usefulness."
" I want you to think of a great nation," said the
control, " a great surge of souls awaiting birth ; and all
that we do at the moment of conception is to cause an
explosion in this emotional cosmos. And so we call a
soul waiting for experience. Waiting to co-operate
with us.
"The soul does not enter into the chemical brain only.
The soul is in existence for aeons waiting for a body.
It only partially co-operates in the building of its house.
It does not enter until the moment of birth, but is attracted
to the chemical composition at the moment of conception
and hovers, taking relative comprehension and understanding from the parents and containing within its
chemical structure the components, hereditary factors,
of the father and mother. That is all heredity has to do
with it. It is contained only in the body. It contains
no colouring in the soul.
" The soul is individual from beginning to end.
It is like building a house, room by room. The occupant
comes in and chooses the room. . . . The soul takes
solour ft.am living in th~se c~lls that. are ,prodtg:ed_fr.om
the parents, and are made dense or light, according to
their density or their spiritual value. So the little occupant
moving in is attracted to this one, or that one, as he finds
himself in sympathy or rhythm with this cell, or that. . .
CHOOSING p ARENTS
" You must understand that the soul does, to some
degree, choose through whom it will get its experience.
Therefore, you must realise it has had a certain amount of
free will in being born. . . . It may very easily desire
to be born into weakness in order to defeat some weakness.
"It was not because some man looked into some girl's
lovely eyes and said : ' I love you.' That is only the means
and way. The activity process had started long before ...
You and I at certain phases of our creative existences.
are impinged upon not only by those who have left us,
but by those whom we are going to help into life....
" To be perfectly c'<!ndid, I had reluctantly come to the
conclusion that many of the souls awaiting birth seemed to
possess an acute knowledge ef just what experience to
desire to express themselves within.

" I have tried, in a small way, as it is a life study, to
look at the stages of pre-natal existence. I find . . .
that within this universe of which we are a part-that is,
within what you call the earth proper, your universe,
now, there are so many cycles of evolution taking place
around you. There are billions of lives changing and
interchanging from one state of being to another. . . .
" Now it would seem to me that in this territory that
lies hugging the surface of your earth, there is a world
of being ; and this world of being is in a state of what
I would call ' becoming ' ; becoming humanised. When
I look back upon the many queer stories and legends that
are known in the history of every country, I come to the
conclusion that these legends are based on actual fact.
That there is a stage of life hugging our own stage, and
desiring to be born to individuality ; and being born ;
having to be born."
Mrs. Lambert : Young souls ~ving had no previous
earth experience ?
Control : " The stage to which I refer is one of the
souls coming into their first experience of individuality.
But young or old, it would seem to me that necessarily
all would come in by the same landing stage. This
same territory would have to be traversed by the experienced traveller also, because that is the only doorway by
which he could return. . . .
"ELEMENTARY INTERFERENCE"

" I am perfectly certain, in the light of what I seeand believe me this is no hallucination-that the many
stories of elementary interference are not so strange
after all. I have no doubt they are distorted ; but I
begin to .see that, just in the same way as you are able
to project your energies into my stage of evolution while
you are sitting comfortably in your own room, and that
these projections can be seen in my stage- why is it not
equally possible that there are those in this world of
beings pressing forward into .your world, in search of the
self-same knowledge that causes you to contact with me?"
In speaking of these souls, the control uses the term
" stage of vegetable," for it seems to him that " the
matter in which they move is very much less solid and
more fibrous than that to which we are accustomed."
This is a very much slower experience of life in which
"the mind is not released, and awareness is not there."
But " they have a form of understanding about higher
intelligences beyond themselves, because there does seem
to be a form of gathering for ritual. It seems to me
there is a ceremonial. It has much to do with stones
and minerals. . . . They seem to be seeking to find
expression.
" One watches their activities as one does the antics
dta group orc1iilCfre1i;ftofu~'the ' deck ota"Tiner-far out ar
sea. There does not seem to be any method by which
I can contact with that state. . . . Certain of them seeking
expression seem able, at times, to project themselves into
the earth state of matter, in exactly the same way that
certain beings in a state of exaltation can project themselves into a stage outside of their bodily experience.
So there does seem to be something in the accumulated
stories of the people who have not preceded us, but who
are coming on behind us."

GHOSTLY FOOTSTEPS
We learn from the Birmingham Gazette (Jan. 5th) that,
before members of the Soroptimist Club (a club of
business and professional women), Lady Barrett told
how, in a house which she formerly occupied, the bells
used to ring violently though no hand ever touched them,
and ghostly footsteps used to sound upon the stairs and
knocks were heard on the door, though no one was ever
seen.
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SIR

OLIV~R LOD~E _contribut~s a Forew_ord to the

Encyclopcedza of Psychic Sctence, compiled and edited by Dr.

Nandor Fodor and published by Arthurs Press, Ltd.
(30/-). The Foreword is as follows :
" An encyclopredia of Psychic Science l - I had not
thought that such a preparation was possible, nor would
it have been possible without a combination of great
energy with considerable knowledge such as is possessed
by the Hungarian Dr. Nandor Fodor. He has gone
through the records of a century in the most industrious
manner, and has succeeded in making a very readable
book out of the material. Wherever an investigator has
indicated doubts about a phenomenon those doubts are
indicated by the compiler and though his scepticism
does not come quite up to S.P.R. standard it may be said
that he has not excludc:d hostile opinion, and on the whole
has surveyed the whole subject with fairness and ability.
To anyone entering anew upon the enquiry the present
work will be of special assistance. There is much that
will explain the repulsion felt by orthodox scientific
people, and some that will be regarded as incredible.
I do not suppose that Dr. Nandor Fodor's judgment as
to what he should include is infallible, but it may be claimed
that he has exerci~ e:i a sound judgement in a difficult task.
" The opposition of scientific workers in the past
when really good material was available is regrettable,
but the time is coming when they can no longer plead
that things even violently incredible do not occur. Soon
it will be impossible for them to shut their eyes to a
whole department of knowledge, to ignore it, and leave
it to a few pertinacious explorers. It is remarkable that
these still persist in their assertions and uphold what
they cor.ceive to be true, in spite of the ridicule and determined opposition of the majority of those who claim
t0 be the unprejudiced upholders of natural knowledge.
I realise the cause of this hostile prejudice, and cannot
help sympathising to some extent. They have their
authentic method of procedure and are fully occupied
with orthodox science, and yet are asked to step outside
their well-explored territory, whose problems they well
know how to tackle and where their victories have been
won, and enter an unfamiliar and apparently grotesque
jungle, which has hitherto been abandoned to the vagaries
of superstition. They see themselves introduced to
people in an abnormal state, asked to take note of their
utterances, to pay critical attention to phenomena which
may or may not be simulated, and to make sure of the
facts ; in the expectation that thereby they will be led
to a deeper understanding of the mental aspect of the
universe and into regions which cannot be explored by
the present methods of science.
"Yet when we consider our own composite nature
we ought not to be surprised or incredulous at asserted
occurrences that testify to an existence beyond and apart
from the obvious bodily organs with which we are provided. The facts only seem incredible if we limit our
attention to the obvious features of mundane life. If we
really believe that we have a psychic existence more real
and permanent than anything connected with this normal
and transitory body, we shall not be incredulous about
evidence for supernormal facts, nor rebellious at the
novel methods found appropriate for dealing with them.
" This book contains a fair sample of the kind of
material which v.ill be encountered by a student who
decides to enter on this quest. Some have already done
so, and have suffered loss of reputation accordingly;
but few have regretted the attempt, for their view of
existence is thereby enlarged far beyond the material
scheme, and the successful explorers become aware of
a reality in accordance with their instincts, so that they
gradually grow a conviction of the reality of a spiritual
world, which confirms and strengthens their religious

faith."

TWO CAMERAS
IN the December issue of the Italian jouq ial Luce nel
Mistero (Light in the Mystery), a story is told by Prof.
Luigi Bellotti (Director of the Spiritual Institute of
Science, Letters and Art, "Domus Nostra," of Venice) of
how he knowingly projected his astral-self or do uble and
how it was photographed by two cameras in the distant
town of Nice.
According to this account, in early September Prof.
Bellotti was told by his guide that towards the end of the
month he would succeed in materialising his astral self
in Nice at the Fiat Lux Society for Psychical Research.
As a proof of identity he would trace in space near the
phantom his perfect autograph in luminous characters.
for control there should be there two photographic
cameras, one of which should be broug ht in by a sitter.
The reason why the double should appear at Nice was
said .to be the presence of the famous materialisation
Medium, Signora E. Gal (founder and director of the
society) who would act as the receiving apparatus, while
the Professor would act as the transmitter.
"I only notified Signora Gal," writes Prof. Bellotti,
" that in the course of the month I wished to make an
important manifestation and that, in their sittings, they
should have a photographic camera ready about 11 o'clock
at night, when I would be concentrating. They should
have plenty of witnesses. I specified nothing else.
"About the middle of September, I received a note
from Sig nora Gal saying that in the night of the 12th all
present saw near her a luminous form of oval shape
which soon vanished. The following night it appeared
again and made apparent attempts to write in the air with
an out-stretched hand.

wHAT

HE REMEMBERED

" On the evening of September 18th, I concentrated
with all my force in my studio in Venice on the projection
of my double. I lost consciousness.
Recovering it,
I remembered to have seen high mountains over which I
flew, gardens, long streets, a villa and a room with several
people. I remembered having made movements with
my hand and that thereafter I remained motionless.
That was all. On the 20th September I received the
following letter dated September 18th, from Nice :
" ' Dear Brother Luigi Bellotti.-Gathered together
again since our happy experiment we have great pleasure
in sending you without further delay our congratulation
on the demonstrated extenorisation. We have seen the
phantom ; it manifested sideways from me and it traced a
name in the air which we have photographed.
The
photograph shows a human form draped in a mantle and
above it the autog raph : Luigi Da Venezia.' "
" Luigi Da Venezia," it is explained, is the no!Jle de pl111J1e
u~ed by Prof. Bellotti.
The letter is signed by : E. Gal, Paul Depres, F. Carpignano, Josette Chevalier, V. Colai Victor, Andree Beniste,
S. Carpignano and Eugene D epres.
Prof. Bellotti's article in Luce nel Mistero is accompanied by a reproduction of a photograph which shows
the Medium sitting in the centre. Above her, to the left,
is the signature " Luigi Da Venezia," in clear characters. Under the word " Luigi " there is a transparent
phantom through which the folds of the tent and the
luminous slates are visible. The photograph was obtained with a 300th exposure in 500 candle power light.
The autograph, according to Prof. Bellotti, is absolutely
perfect. The only missing thing is a line which he used
to draw before the L, but he believes that the absence
of this is justified by the haste with which the materialised
hand had to work.
The apparition lasted for five minutes and its objectivity
was proved by two opposite cameras. The proof of the
appearance of the double of a living man must therefore,
it is claimed, be considered scientific and conclusive.
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ORIGIN OF THE FOURTH GOSPEL
A

By E. B. GIBBES

LETTER by A. Horngate concerning the authorship
of the Fourth Gospel, published in your issue of
January 20th 1933, ends with the comment that "It would
be a pity to lose any chance of getting this matter in any
way cleared up."
Some information on this very point is now published
in The Great Dqys of Ephesus, Appendix II. It was supplied
by the " Messenger of Cleophas " during the writing (in
1928) of the above mentioned book. It is as follows:
"In the after-time, this John the Elder was a notable
Saint. He dwelled much in Ephesus and gave many
charges to the scribes in his age. All these contained the
teachings and the story of the life of the Master, as John,
the Beloved Disciple, had recounted them to him in the
days of his youth.
"John the Disciple spake much with his son concerning
Christ, and he instructed this John the Elder in other
wisdom which he learned in that season when he was in
Alexandria and had hearkened to the sages. After many
seasons had passed, John the Elder set down in Ephesus the
Script of John. But John the Disciple, had passed from
out his body of clay many years when his son thus set
down his precious words concerning the Master.
cc John, the Disciple did not come to Ephesus or to
Asia ; he abode in Judrea and perished in the siege of
J erusalem. John the Elder caused the scribes to set
down several Gospels. In the first, if it is preserved,
thou wilt read the declaration of John the Elder that
these Gospels contain the memories of a witness of the
life of Jesus, one who was dear to Him.
"At a later season, it was believed by many that John the
Disciple, whom Jesus loved, dwelled much in Ephesus.
This was an error caused by the sojourn of his son John
in Diana's city. Thou canst easily perceive how this
might come to pass, for John the Elder called himself,
'the mouthpiece of the Apostle,' and, when speaking
of Christ, more especially in the time of his age, did
declare the Master's life as if he were his own father.
This was not through any desire to deceive. But, being
uplifted by the lofty sayings of Jesus, he would forget
himself and say 'Such were the words of Christ in the
time we abode in Jerusalem.' It made his speech easier
for the ignorant people. It was almost a hundred years
after the birth of Jes us that John the Elder died, I am told,
at Patmos. But John the Elder was not that John who
set down the Vision of the End of the World.''
The Messenger speaks of three "John's." (1) John,
the Disciple, who (?) wrote nothing but transmitted
knowledge of Jesus; (2) John, the Elder, who embodied
it in the (?) Gospel and in three Epistles ; (3) John, the
Seer of Patmos, who wrote the Revelation.
Three years later the Messenger gave some information
concerning the authorship of Revelation. I include some
of his " asides " for there is, in them, an element of quaintness and cynicism quite foreign to Miss Geraldine Cummins through whom he was writing. In reply to a
question he stated :
"It is said that John, the Elder, died at Patmos, but
it was before the writer of the Vision lived on that island.
That John was a scribe who wrote at a later time. He
was but a child when John, the Elder was in the bloom
of his years. The John who wrote the Vision of the End,
was a Jew born in Asia, one who had studied many
writings. He declared a vision that is not wholly true.
Be wary, scribe, there is much in that Book thou shouldst
not, in thine ignorance, read, for it may corrupt thy mind.''
I remarked, "Oh well, I'm getting on in years. I
don't think it would matter."
" The nearer the grave, the greater the folly," was
his only comment.
While recounting the adventures of Paul in Spain,
the Messenger had written what he named cc The Chronicle

of the Golden-Robed Woman."
Realising that there
seemed to be some similarity in this narrative to Revelation,
Chapter XII, I asked him to give furth er information
regarding the author of that Book. He replied as follows :
"I told thee that the man who first set down the text of
that vision wrote within it certain things that were corrupt.
And I warned you against that writing. Know that this
't:hronicle of the Golden-Robed Woman and the Dragon
springeth from the old worship of the Sun-Goddess, and
this man who first set down what he named 'The Vision
of the End of the World,' was, in his youth, a servant of
the Green Dragon, a Mystery-worshipper, who was won
for Christ in his years of manhood. Wherefore, when
white hairs came and age shook his remembrance of what
was the true Gospel and the pagan doctrine, he confused
these two and set the chronicle of the worship of the
sun in the midst of his dream of the last judgment. The
name by which he was known among the Fathers, who
never saw him in the flesh, was John. But that was not
the name by which he was known when he walked upon
the earth.
" In writing, I named him John because you would
have known him only by the title known to the Fathers.
When he was a Mystery-worshipper, as a youth, he gazed
upon the vision of the Golden-Robed Woman, and,
in his age, he suffered many torments at the hands of his
Roman persecutors because he believed in Christ. Wherefore, in the time he abode in Patmos, his sufferings caused
his soul to be twisted awry, and in those clouded hours
he preceived again the vision stamped on his remembrance in his youthful days, but hidden from his sight
for many years.
" I was aware that your Holy Fathers had been ensnared
by the words of this Boole That is why the unravelling
of the tidings of the Dragon and the Wonder-Woman is
of great account, so that you may no more be confused
by it and may know its full significance. John of the
Vision was of Ephesus and was on one side-his mother's
a Hebrew. But on the other side-his father's-he was
a Greek of Asia. I will write thee a script concerning
him later. I will set down all this and other sayings in
it. But your Holy Fathers will be angered by it, for
learning liketh not to be confounded by truth."
Neither Miss Cummins nor I have read The Problem of
the Fourth Gospel to which A. Horngate refers.
In The Great Dqys of Ephesus (p. 153), in the chapter
recording a conversation alleged to have taken place
between Paul and John, the Elder, concerning marriage,
it is stated that Paul recommended John to Apollos,
suggesting that, together, they " set down on parchment "
the chronicle of the life of Jes us.
Perhaps there is some truth in this statement. The
fact that it was written by John, the s0n of the A13ostle,
with the assistance of Apollos, might account for the
difference in the character of the Gospel of St. John from
the other three.
,
1
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LECTURE AND DEMONSTRATIONS
OF CLAIRVOYANCE AND KINDRED SCIENCES

MARION
PRESS OPINIONS.
'' Marion is a phenomenon ' '
"There never was une like Marion.,,
"Marion possesses rare powers and gave convincing proofs of
clear-sightedness.''
PROGRAMME AND PRESS OPINIONS WILL BE SENT ON
REQUEST.
Tickets (inc. tax) 9s., Gs. and unres. 3s. 6d. from Aeolian Hall
and usual Ag•nts.
·
All information from Sole Agents.

ANGLO - INTERNATIONAL CONCERT
Steinway Hall, Conduit-st., London, W. I.
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Mayfair 6641.
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FOREIGN NOTES

NEW RESEARCH INSTITUTE

POLTERGEIST IN A PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDIO
IN the Zeitschrift f iir Parapsychologie (Dec., 1933) Frau
Hildegard Laucke of Stettin concludes her account
of the disturbances to which she and her husband have
been subjected for the last eighteen months, in their
photographic studio.
·Robbed of sleep, and continually under strain, her
nerves suffered severely ; so that she was again driven
to go for help to various doctors, including a celebrated
nerve specialist. Most of them refused to believe her
stories, or else showed clearly that they put them all
down to hysterical fancies. Those who admitted that
supernormal happenings were not impossible could offer
no help.
So the disturbances continued. At all hours of the
day she would be tapped on the shoulder, be tweaked
by her hair, have household objects snatched from her
hand, etc., etc. They were startled by the sound as
of pebbles being dropped on table tops, cooking vessels,
and the floor ; voices were heard, shadowy forms seen
at night ; and both husband and wife had pillows dragged
from under their heads, their mattresses heaved up beneath
them, and attempts made to push them from their beds.
Frau Laucke tried to enter into conversation with her
tormentors by raps, but without much success. The
whole effect produced was that of malicious intent to disturb
and annoy. That the ghostly visitor fully understood
what was said was made clear by the fact that when
Herr Laucke on one occasion lost a valuable umbrella
and the poltergeist was asked to turn his or her powers
to good account and help to locate the missing article,
the only response was a burst of malicious chuckling,
followed later on by the sudden clearly recognisable
sound as of an umbrella being rapidly opened and closed.
The most alarming, perhaps, of all the occurrences,
is described as the sensation of being aroused· from sleep
by an awareness of something cold and clammy being
laid upon Frau Laucke's brow, or neck, and suction being
applied. Next morning revealed round red marks in
those places, which only gradually faded away.

ITS OBJECTS EXPLAINED

" A TELEPLASTIC PHANTOM "
Professor Ludwig, of Freising, quotes a deposition
made by a certain Frau B., an educated and entirely
dependable witness.
At a particular point, not far from her home, this
lady on more than one occasion saw the figure of a young
girl emerge as it were from either the mist or the dusk.
She was fair-haired, of medium height, and wore a short
skirt and a jacket edged with fur. The figure each time
appeared to rise swiftly-without perceptibly taking
steps-from the railway embankment, and would then
hurry with an air of great distress across the fields and
disappear. One evening a dog which was with his mistress
evidently saw the figure too, for he gave a bark, and
then dashed after it, and sniffed and hunted round for some
time as though unable to understand where the stranger
had gone to.
Some years afterwards, Frau B. was discussing with a
chance visitor the fortunate immunity from accidents
of their local railway line. " But there was one horrid
accident," said her friend, "for I saw it myself. Four
years ago (the date given coincided with Frau B.'s first
seeing of the spectre), a young girl threw herself right in
front of the train quite close to this house, and was instantly killed." Enquiry elicited the fact that the suicide
had been " about middle height, very fair-haired, and
wearing a short skirt and jacket edged with fur."
Profes~or Ludwig sug~ests that this act of the unhappy
young girl was productive of so powerful an emotional
disturbance, that her spirit, unable to find rest in the
Beyond continued to re-ena.ct the tragedyi thus producing
what he terms " a teleplasttc phantom,"
-

pROFESSOR GRAFTON ELLIOT SMITH, the
well-known anthropologist, who is Professor of Anatomy
in the University of London, and who is president of
the new International Institute for Psychical Research
which has been formed in London, states that the Institute will have rooms, with a laboratory, in the West
End.
As quoted in the Edinburgh Evening Dispatch, Professor
Elliot Smith went on to say that no attempt at the scientific
investigation of psychic phenomena which he and those
associated with him in the Institute consider to be satisfactory has previously been made.
" When a particular claim to psychic powers is being
made," he said, " we simply propose to offer to investigate
the validity of the claim by the tests ordinarily used in
physics and physiology. In the past, when such claims.
have been made, scientific men have often expressed
scepticism without being able to give reasons for their
disbelief. What we are now doing is to offer to investigate any claims made by the ordinary means of
science.
" None of us pretends to have any special knowledge
of the subject. We merely express our willingness to
investigate. It does not mean that we either accept or
reject the evidence for psychic phenomena.
"When there is a problem to be tackled our idea is to
look round for the men most competent to tackle that
particular problem. That is one of the reasons why the
Institute is to have foreign scientists among its members."
Professor D. Fraser-Harris, who is the Research
Officer of the Institute, discussing its obj ects with a
representative of the Evening Standard, said :
" It will be our task to examine all forms of psychic
phenomena. If a Medium is credited with being able to
produce a voice which is not his own, or if a voice which
is alleged to be the result of something psychic is claimed
to be heard in his presence, we shall be only too pleased
to apply the ordinary tests of physical science.
" It is our plan to set up a special laboratory endowed
for this purpose. In this laboratory we shall go into
any and all of the pretensions of the Mediums that are
beyond the normal. Let it not be supposed, however,
that our object is either to examine or to expose
Spiritualism as such.
We do not like the word
Spiritualism or even the word supernatural. We choose
to define the subject of our examination as ps ychical or
para-normal. This word para-normal does not commit
one to any theory, but indicates that there is something
outside the normal."
Mr. George T. Bell, formerly executive assistant to the
traffic vice-president of the Canadian National Railways,
has " passed on " at the age of 72. He was an occasional
contributor to LIGHT.
From " Healthy Life."
A MEDICAL

PIONEER

The lot of the pioneer is seldom a smooth one. Plenty of hard work
against the tough resistance offered by the stolid ranks of conservatism .
And the rewards of pioneering are also apt to be disconcertingly small.
Dr. J. Stenson Hooker, who suffered the penalty of being struck off the
medical register a few years ago, has been advocating with his pen and on
the platform the truths of natural living and N ature Cure for some thirty
years. Although nearing his eightieth year he has carried on his work until
these past few weeks, when his health has compelled him t o take a muchneeded rest. It would be a gracious act on the J?art of his former patients
and his many admirers if some practical recognition of his services could
be made. A few have indeed already made contributions, bu t it has been
thought that an opportunity should be given for all to m ake som e addition
to a Fund now opened for this _purpose. The sum thus subscribed would
be presented to Dr. Stenson Hooker, and we should all feel that we had
but discharged our simple duty in recognizing his courage and his sincerity
in his long fight within and without the medical profession for better and
more natural methods of healing. Many of the readers of this magazine
must have read Dr. Stenson Hooker's helpful books, and will, I am confident, feel glad to have the opportunity of expressing in a practical way
their gratitude to him for all the guidance and inspiration he has given them.
Contributions to this Presentation Fund may be sent to Dr. Flora Ames,
West Lodge1 Pembroke Gardens, Kensington, W.8. and will be acknowledged, or ctirect to Dr. Hooker, 105, Colin Crescent, London, N .W.9.
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exclaimed with joy at seeing the prophet Elijah ? He
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR would
have said, " Here are Moses and our friend John
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(The views and statefllents of correspondents are not necessari!J
endorsed by the Editor, who occasional!J prints, in the interests
offree discussion, letters with which he does not agree.)

SPONTANEOUS TELEKINESIS
Si~,-!here

can be little difference between spontaneous
telekinesis and the dynamic manifestations of poltergeists.
The following account of disturbing telekinetic or levitational happenings was recently brought to my notice
by some one who had read it in a novel, Eagle Feather,
by Catherine I. Dodd (Jarrolds, London, 1933). The
passage is (p. 216) :
" There was an hysterical scene with Clare on this
night ; she sees ghosts and her pillows move from her
bed to a distant part of the room by themselves. Shelley
brings her in to Mary at midnight and the pair keep her
till morning trying to still her horror and agony and
convulsive fits. . . . Sometimes she walks in her sleep
at nig~t and groans horribly for hours at a stretch, and
the chimney board walks out of the fireplace into the
middle of the room."
_~
This passage is interesting in several particulars. The
la~y called Clare was a Miss Claremont (for a time the
mistress of Lord Byron) who was travelling on the
Continent with the Shelleys. She was not therefore
consciously a Medium, and she had evidently no intention
of produci~g psychic phenomena. Evidently, she was a
somnambulist and presumably also an involuntary clairvoyant. The groaning and the convulsions may mean
that Clare became at times unintentionally entranced.
Whether or not these surmises are correct, it seems that
we. h~ve her~ a record of spontaneous telekinesis or
levltat10n which some would attribute to the activity of
poltergeists.
Finally, that ever-present bug-bear of research, fraud,
may be at once eliminated. Clare, evidently a neurotic
and unstable person, would not seem to have been in the
least interested in psychical phenomena ; and, as there
were no spectators and therefore no remuneration, we are
forced to conclude that in this passage we have the record
of genuine telekinesis or levitation.
Chiswick, W.4.
(DR.) D. F. FRASER-HARRIS.

* * *

REINCARNATION
Sir,-I am sorry to see that, under its present leadership,
LIGHT seems to be veering towards an adhesion to Reincarnation, against which illogical and immoral doctrine it
has hitherto stood firm. Those of us who have been in
Am~rica and seen. th~ way it fosters intense personal
varuty and c~llous indifference to the sufferings of others
under the behef that they have deserved them for misdeeds
in a former life, are not anxious to see those unlovely
traits gain ground here.
To give o~e instance : happening to mention thatJny
mother had died when I was a mere infant I received the
reply, " That was your own fault. You must have
treated your mother badly in your former life." A more
brut~l speech it would be _difficult to imagine.
It was
making out that I, as a child of two years, had been in
some sense the murderer of my dear mother. The lady
he~self was a reinc:irnation of Cleopatra (as usual), so
evidently thought little of family ties.
Mo~t distressing of all is it to find responsible people
declaring that Our Lord taught Reincarnation, when
the exact opposite is the case. " Control " was understoo~ by the Jews, and before John's birth it was prophesied that he would be an instrument for the voice
of :f:lijah-as pr?v~d to be the case.
When Jesus
enquired of t~e disciples who was supposed by the multitudes to be hzs Control, and Peter answered " The Christ
of G?d," thus . showing a recognition that he was the
pro~sed Messiah, the meaning is quite clear, and has
nothing whatever to do with Reincarnation.
Otherwise how cowd Peter, at the Transfiguration~ mve

the Baptist."
Stainton Moses, the founder and first Editor of LIGHT
finally persuaded his chief Control, Imperator, to disclose
his earth identity, and was told that he had been the
~rophet Malachi, whose Control bad also hem Eli;ah. It
is well known that Prophets and Mediums, when they
pass on, make the most powerful Controls, and the voice
of the great ones would naturally be needed again at
critical moments in the world's history. But the theory
of Reincarnation solves nothing and makes a mere hash
of history. Where did these great ones come from first ?
Our Lord throws some light upon the question when
they asked Him: who had sinned, the man born blind or
his parents ? Neither. He had been sent to earth, as we
all are sent, with a special mission to perform in the cosmic
plan of the All-Father, who has power over the clay, to
make one vessel to honour and another to dishonour.
All are his children, and the humblest usually the happiest.
But amid this turmoil, some interesting messages arc
now ~eing given that mar really throw light upon our
pre-existence, our preparation for the plunge into matter
that is said to individualise the offshoots from group-souls,
and fit each for a separate sphere of usefulness and future
destiny. Let us listen to these scattered hints and messages
and so learn more of the real nature and constitution of
man.
A. HoRNGATE.

• * *

MR. F. H. HAINES'S INQUIRY
Sir,-Can any of your readers tell me what good it
does a child on the spirit-planes to come back and receive
a .t?Y off a C:h~istrl'.as-tree ? If there is anything
spmtual or upliftlng 1n these annual seances, I fail to
discover it in the records made in our Press. Surely the
"toys''. '?f ~~e spirit kingdom are enough without offering
the trivialities of Woolworths or other emporium.
FREDERICK H. HAINES.

* * *

CATHOLIC AND SPIRITUALIST
Sir,-Why a man cannot believe that it has been
scientifically proved that human personality survives
death, and that it is possible to communicate with the
departed, and also believe in the Catholic Religion,
passes my comprehension. Certain it is that the spirits
do not agree to condemn orthodox Christianity-I
could give numerous quotations. " Power " recently
told us not to despise forms. " Walter," the control
of Mrs. Crandon, said the state he was in was like the
Purgatory believed in by the Holy Roman Catholic
Church. Is it desirable to turn what should be a blessed
confirmation of the Faith to millions of orthodox believers into a sort of exclusive cult held by a small and
extremely heterodox Protestant sect ?
Personally I am ~onvinced Spiritualist, but an equally
convinced Catholic.
- -ROBERT A. WHITMORE, M.A. Cantab.
" The Uplands," Botesdale, Diss.

• • *

CAPT. CRAUFURD AND MEDIUMS
Sir,-May I trespass so far on your space to answer
the many kind letters I have received on my article on
Fairies (LIGHT, January 5th) and to set right one little
point. I stated that I had not found the utterances of
Mediums of much value and I think, rightly, this has
been taken as a general reflection on Mediums. Nothing
of the kind was intended and I offer an apology. What
I really mean is that information never amounts to knowledge. When one has gone through the discipline of
research and come to know, through patient labour,
the language of Nature, it is of far more value than the
assertion of a communicator. Further, I do not think
we are intended to make mediumship a short-cut to
actual experience and the exercise of our brains. But
the paragraph was unfortunate.
Q. C .. A. CRAUFURD.
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A "SCANDALOUS" SUBJECT
WHEN Mr. Gerald Heard described Psychical
Research as a " scandalous subject," many
of those who heard him must have wondered
just what he meant. He was giving an introductory address, on Friday evening last week,
on the topics to be dealt with in the series of
broadcast · talks entitled "An Enquiry into the
Unknown," arranged by tbe B.B.C., and he
was probably aware that many people were
listening to what be had to say before deciding
whether to in<;:lude the talks in their planned
wireless programme or to cut them out.
Notwithstanding the shock they would receive on being told that the subject was " scandalous "-probably in some cases because of
it-we think the majority of those who listened
to Mr. Heard 'vill listen to the subsequent
speakers ; for be succeeded in showing that
Psychical Research is interesting as well as
important, and that, moreover, it has the
attraction of being off the beaten track and
holding the possibility of endless surprises.
Although Mr. Heard did not explicitly say
so, his bearers would gather that he described
Psychical Research as " scandalous," simply
because, as yet, it is outside the pale of respectable
orthodox science. In this, however, it is not
unique. Orthodox science is always slow to
admit newcomers within the pale. As Mr.
Heard remarked, orthodox scientists denied
the reality of fireballs, and maintained their
denial even after photographic proof bad put
their occasional appearance beyond reasonable
dispute ; and, before this stage was reached,
belief in fireballs was no doubt regarded as
"scandalous" in polite scientific circles. So it
is nov-.r with psychic phenomena. They cannot be
~fitted into the frame provided by materialistic
science ; they are elusive, they are sometimes
repulsive (as in the case of some ectoplasmic
manifestations). Therefore, they are " scandalous," and their reality is denied-in spite
.of which they keep on obtruding themselves on
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public and private attention. By-and-by, when
they are fully demonstrated they will become
.
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The effect of Mr. Heard s address should be
to induce many people to listen sympathetically
to the coming talks who have never previously
regarded Psychical Research, or anything connected with it, as worthy of their consideration.
Some may scoff, but others will be interested,
and perhaps not a few will be led through
Psychical Research to assurance of Survival and
so into the ranks of convinced Spiritualism.
As for science, the coming talks should
emphasise the need for a scheme of psychical
study as part of the post-graduate activities of
one or other of the British universities, which
(as recorded in LIGHT last week) Natttre, , the
organ of orthodox sciences, admits is now desirable.
The next talk is fixed for Friday next week
(January 19th at 9.20 p.m.); the speaker is
Mr. Theodore Besterman, Investigation Officer
of the S.P.R.; and the subject is "How
Psychical Research is Done." Thereafter, the talks
will be given weekly on Friday evenings, culminating in the consideration of the question, "Do
\Ve Survive?" by Sir Oliver Lodge, who will
quite certainly give an emphatic answer in the
affirmative.

THE NEW RESEARCH INSTITUTE
·

the " International Institute of
W HEN
Psychical Research " passes from the
formative stage to the stage of practical experiment, its work will be watched with keen and
sympathetic interest. It will begin with many
advantages- including the active co-operation of
a number of men of scientific repute and the
good-will of all Spiritualists who would like to
see Psychical Research and orthodox science
brought into relations in which a good understanding will become possible. Spiritualists do
not fear or resent rigorous investigation. On
the contrary, they welcome it. So far, all the
positive results of Psychical Research have gone
to confirm the Spiritualistic hypothesis of psychic
phenomena and there is every reason to expect
that further research will make confirmation
more complete.
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BOOK REVIEW
By H. F. PREVOST BATTERSBY

CONAN DOYLE'S REVISION
HERE is a record*, reverent and fraternal, which might
well make the susceptive scientist tear his hair.
Its m~n ~urpose is to introduce us to certain important
commurucat10ns from the late Arthur Conan Doyle, but
we are enveloped at the start in a densely mystical atmosphere, thi~k with occult symbols and a wealth of fancy
names, which, for any purpose it serves, might be omitted
altogether, and must surely act as a deterrent to the
unconvinced.
·
What matters, and what only matters, is the authenticity ·
o[ ~he ~essage, . and this is vouched for by the small
circ1e which received it, and by members of Sir Arthur's
family. The complete change from the views he held
O? earth b~ing no ground for discredit, rather the reverse ;
since an impersonator would have kept close to the
accepted portrait.
Nor is the change, though interesting, really of moment.
" ~ see," he explains, " certain things in which I was
mistaken. . . . In some respects I was misled. I had
before ~ad my suspicions regarding astral memories . . .
Humaruty must realise that communication with the astral
memory and with the real man are vastly different."
(Some messages purporting to come from him, seem to
ha-:e ~een of this putative character). " So much is
futile 1Il the movement to-day. • • . If Spiritualism or
any aspect of Spiritualism cannot withstand truth then
!hat aspect is bett:~ sw:p~ away. . . . When the g~rbage
~s cleared from ~pmtualistic phenomena. . . • My rr.Lsion
1s to prove the difference between that which is foolish and
nonsensical and that which is a jewel of eternal truth."
(We share this, at least, with those on the other sideour certainty as to the thing called " truth.")
. " Surely, surely,';, he exclaims, anticipating distrust of
his new message, my friends would expect a man to
have greater knowledge and clearer vision when freed
from the limitations of the earthly tabernacle."
One would ; yet the knowledge and vision to which
he has attained were here for him, but he would have none
of them.
In a conversation, a year or so before his death he
declined to have any dealings with the theories ofTheosophy, "preferring," as he put it, " to plant his feet on
the concrete facts of Spiritualism.''
~ell,. now he " desires to clear out of Spiritualism all
w:hich 1s unreal and confusing. It means so much to
him that his new realisations should be made knownit means all the difference between heaven and hell."
That seems excessive, since more than he is yet able to
tell us of the Beyond was published here some fifty years
ago.
_His char;, o~ the " Spheres of Spiritual Life and Consciousness
ls a somewhat inaccurate version of the
Theosop~sts: " ~lan:s of :t:Jature.'' He has acquired the
~h~os?phists faith in re-buth, though here again with
limita~ons. He repeats Theosophic descriptions of the
evolution and employment of fairies and angels.
" Disease," he tells us, " has its origin sometimes in the
conscious mind, sometimes in the sub-conscious mind
and mor~ frequently in the pre-conscious mind." Well'.
th~t also 1s an old story ; and even the errors in a previous
existence, responsible for the disease have been observed
clairvoyantly.
'
So, too, the lodgement of disease in the etheric body,
the mental causes of cancer its selection as a means of
expiation by the offender, its' successful treatment throu o-h
the etheric ; the significance of vibration.
b
All these things have been seen from this side by those
able to ascend "The Planes," as, indeed, Sir Arthur asserts,
*Thy Kingdotn Cotne. Ivan Cooke.
and Brown. 7/6.
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to the astonishment of his circle, " It is not necessary for
a man to pass through death, to contact all these planes of
spirit life."
J:Ie tells us :-" When the physician of the future
desires to treat a patient he must as a preliminary measure
cast the patient's horoscope. A fantastic sugo-estion?"
It may seem so to him, as it certlinly will to the bulk of
the medical profession, but it has already been put in
practice."
He might als~ have learnt from Theosophy the knowledge he would impart as to epilepsy; and a distinguished
psycho-analyist has tabled other troubles that are " caused
by some spi_ritual or psychic disharmony of the parents at
the conception of the sufferer's physical body."
. Interesting is his forecast of the discovery of a serum to
link clos:r the pineal and pituitary glands, and prevent
the o~enrng o[ the " ~ap " which preceeds an epileptic fit,
and his grouping of diseases under the Earth Fire Air and
Water signs.
'
'
The J:Ierbal.ist in cor:junction with the Astrologer is
to come lnto his own again ; not that that will be surprising
after Henry de France's tabulation of the vibrational
affinities of vegetable and mineral life, and their relation
to .human diseases ; an electronic reaction already exploited by Dr. Aqrams' expedients ; and only a week ago
we learnt of the transformation of disease vibrations into
a death-dealing ray, the latest device of science for the
exacerbation of humanity.
THINGS WE WouLD LIKE To KNow
~ut while A:~.D . tells us many things we know already,
he is less explicit about those we would like to know.
He is asked, " What was your first impression after
passing ?" That is a question immensely interesting to us
~ll ; but, a~ the end o~ three pages, we have learnt very
little about lt, and nothing that we did not already know.
El~ewhere h: explai~s that " One of the first things a
man .1s faced with, on his escape from earth life, is a world
o~ his own though~.'' That should be sufficiently terrifying to most of us in a sphere where thoughts are things :
a ghastly mob that should prove purgatorial before we
have done with it.
Neither is there much more enlightenment on certain
re~igi?us problems.
"We shall be challenged as to the
V1canous Atonement," he says. "The Vicarious Atonement remains still a sad stumbling-block to Spiritualists.
The:Y have yet to realise, as · I now realise, the Spirit
~ehind the words."
But neither that, nor its amplification, does much to remove the cause of stumblino-.
Then, as to the origin of evil :-" We would i~press
upon all, that which you call evil is also of God ! The
Universal Intelligence contains both good and evil I ...
Good a~d evil must becom: your se:rvants, even as they
are God s servants. That is the ultimate. . . • God is
bot_h gc;>od and evil. It is but your conception of ' Evil '
which is wrong. . . . Shall we suggest evil to be rather
a thought-concept- than- an- actual -.feality ? ~ Well, -to _
conceive part of the Almighty as unreal is not very helpful;
nor could we expect from a source lately translated a
solution of so perplexed a problem.
To this novelty we may attribute a certain confused
de~ c~ipti?n. of the .spheres. . Sir Arthur deplores some
Spiritualistic excursions, but in speaking of " the Mental
Plane, whereon the soul emerges after the Second Death
the Mental activities and the Celestial Life " he al3o is'
travelling beyond his experience, as he is for~ed to admit.
Apart from ambiguities arising from what he calls
the astral surround or astral memories, (one of the shed
selves of the Theosophists) he explains :-"In this new life
inte~course between the two worlds proves not nearly
so simple as I had been led to think ... it is comparatively
r~re to get a .perfectly clear and definite message through,
smce there lingers usually a remainder of the mentality
through which we have to press. . . . It is untrue that
a totally ignorant Medium makes the best instrument " ·
but while counselling d~velopment, it is to be of "
the chosen vessels-the nustake made in· the Spiritualistic
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movement is the wholesale advocacy for development of
mediumistic faculty."
"Sometimes," he tells us," a Medium himself or herself
will create a thought-form which becomes so endowed
with animation as to attach itself to a Medium, be seen by
a clairvoyant, and actually give messages"; which reminds
one of the thought-form of a monk which Madame
David-Neel created, of which she only succeeded in
ridding herself after six months of hard struggle.
Also " the psychic or magnetic forces about the human
environment are responsible oft-times for phenomena
too readily accepted as an evidential communication from
a spirit. . . . And then there are deceiving spirits, who
find their amusement in the impersonation of higher
personalities. (I have witnessed this myself with some
disquiet)."
On this last point, which is our worry even more than
his, some advice would be acceptable. Is the fault ours ;
can we supply any check which would assist the Controls ?
The warning as to the impending calamity received during his earth-life is repeated here.
" There comes a great sorrow to humanity. Humanity
is working up to catastrophe. . . . You will witness
national calamities and international distractions. . . .
There will be physical catastrophies. . . . There will
emerge a great continent where now exists ocean and
there will follow an equivalent subsidence of land. There
will arise a new continent upon which will evolve a race
of humanity in advance of that of the present day."
Well, as man almost daily achieves some new method
of exterminating his fellows ; the stage does seem set for
a new Atlantis.

"POWER" & MRS. MEURIG MORRIS'S
MEDIUMSHIP
LARGE and attentive congregations continue to gather
at the 1Eolian Hall, London, on Sunday evenings to
hear " Power " speak through Mrs. Meurig Morris.
In a recent address, " Power " indicated a possible
development in the form of Mrs. Morris's mediumship.
Though Mrs. Morris, he said, knew nothing of the delivered address in her lower physical mind yet the lessons
conveyed to the listeners were stored in her higher mind
and her education was proceeding in this way. When
the bridge between the physical mind and the higher
mind was made, as it eventually would be, then all this
knowledge would become accessible to her, and would
make it possible for them to use her in a perfectly normal
way.
" Power " announced that he intended to give a series
of talks on the path of wisdom through the intellect.
Some of his recent addresses had dealt with Mysticism
and the various Mystery schools, and had shewn how the
Initiates had obtained wisdom through the path of feeling.
But in these days of great intellectual activity and scientific
discoveries, many required a further knowledge of the
way in which a western man could find enlightenment
and appreciate the exploration of the super-physical
worlds. The religion of the future, he declared, would
be largely aided by the outcome of scientific discoveries
in the superphysical worlds.
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SON TRACED THROUGH SPIRIT
MESSAGE
THE Progressive Thinker of Chicago (December 16th)
reports a dramatic reunion between mother and son
through spirit instrumentality.
The son-little more than a boy-had left his home in
Denver and was not heard from thereafter. He came
under the domination of an unscrupulous personality
whose conduct toward him was not without criminal
aspects. Mail was tampered with, names were changed,
and so completely was the boy's identity lost in the maze
.of circumstances that detectives engaged by the anxiou·li
mother were baffied in their efforts to find him.
Mrs. Lettie Thom, the mother, wrote from Denver
to Mrs. Inez Wagner, wife of the pastor of People's
Spiritualist Church in Los Angeles, appealing for help,
but all that Mrs. Wagner received through her mediumship
was the assurance that the boy was alive and his mother
eventually would hear from him. The mother was a
widow and the boy's father in the spirit-world s e·em~ the
one hope of contact.
At length matters connected with an insurance policy
made it imperative to obtain decisive information immediately.
The mother wrote Mrs. Wagner a letter
more urgent than before. That night Mrs. Wagner put
the letter under her pillow and went to sleep with the
prayer that the father in the spirit-world might direct her.
At one o'clock in the morning she was awakened by a
voice which gave her an explicit Los Angeles street
address, saying that the boy was there. On Labour Day,
1933, Mrs. Wagner and her son found the address which
had been psychically communicated and, as promised,
the boy was there. The next week Frank Thom, the longlost boy, joined his mother in Denver.

PHCENIX THEATRE
CHARING

CROSS

ROAD,

W. C. 2.

Licensed by the Lord Chamberlain to Mr. VICTOR LU XE N BU RG

Sunday, Jan. 28th, 1934, at 8.1 5 p.m.
THE J.S.P.R. PLAYERS
under the direction of Mr. HARMAN PHELPS will present

SUTTON VANE'S PLAY

"OUTWARD BOUND"
TICKETS, Reserved, Stalls
7 /6,
5 /-,
3 /6
Dress Circle 5 /-, 3 /6, Unreserved Upper Circle 2 /6
(Including Tax)

A SPIRITUALISTIC PLAY
Produced and Performed by Spiritualists-for Spiritualjstsand all who are interested in Survival
The play produced in aid of thefwuis of the Jewish Socy.for PsychU: R esearch

MISS HAZEL RIDLEY
We learn, with much regret, of the death of Miss
Hazel Ridley, which took place at Philadelphia, U.S.A.,
on December 5th. Miss Ridley had an unusual form of
voice ·mediumship; and many of our readers will recall
striking proofs of survival obtained at her sittings during
her last visit to this country some two years ago.
What is described as " North-West Durham's most
up-to-date Spiritualist Church" has been opened at Craghead. The building cost £1,500 to erect and will hold
nearly 300 people.

What the Newspapers say:
Dally Telegraph-

Sunday Times-

" A play of quite outstanding
interest . .. a magnificent idea."

" A play for every man who
has a heart to be touched or a
sense of humour to b e t ickled.,,

The Star" As remarkable an essay in
drama as anything seen on the
stage for m any years.,'

Punch" Nobody ought to miss this ...
H ats off to Mr. Sutton Vane."

You want best seats! You have them-if you app ly early
Tickets obtainable from the Hon. Secs., Jewish Society
for Psychic Research, 65, Baker Street, London , W.l.
(or 'Phone Fulham 2596.)
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SPIRIT TEACHINGS AND DOGMA
doctrines, its degrading views of God." (More Spirit
Teachings, p. 65).
" In the case of the Christ the general conception is
Controversy raised ~ the publication of Mr. ]. A. that by a fiat of the Almighty there was born in a district
Findlqy's book, "The (Rock of Truth," has called attention of your world one who was an embodiment of the
anew to the bearing of teachings received from the Bryond on the Almighty Himself, for the salvation of your race ; which
dogmas of the great religions and particular(y of the Christian salvation was consummated by the summary execution
religion.
.
of the vehicle of the Almighty ! A crude idea indeed ! "
In the following article, Mr. Godfrry Burchett summarises (M.S. T., p. 29).
and systematises the communications given through the Rev.
In the ma.n Christ Jesus the spiritual principle was
Stainton Moses, sho1ving that, in mat!J respects, thry anticipate most fully evoked and fitly was he called the " Son of
conclusions set out zn Mr. Findlqy's book-the avowed object God " in the language of Eastern hyperbole. The
of the Communicators being, not to destroy or discredit the Son of God He was in the sense of being the most godlike
Christian revelation, but to remove accretions which had
of any who have walked this earth. (ib.). The Spirit of
gathered around it and obscured its meaning.
Christ was the highest that could descend to earth and
We commend this article (and another fry which it will be He incarnated Himself in order to regenerate the human
continued and completed next week) to all readers who desire race. He was an incarnation of one of the Higher Spirits
to renew their knowledge of the great work of Stainton Moses of previous long existence, and was filling a high position
(as contained in "Spirit Teachings" and "More Spirit in the spheres (M.S. T., p. 24). " We have shown Him
Teachings "), and most especial(y to those 1vho mqy not yet as He was, as He always described Himself, a man like
have begun to stuc!J it seriously.
yourselves, only the noblest of the children of men, the
A number of letters have been received dealing with points likest God, the truest and purest ideal of man's perraised fry Mr. Findlqy in his Rep(y to Critics published in 6Ur fection" (Spirit T£•achings, p. 245).
issue of December 29th; but, in view of the extent to which
The attributing to a man of Divine honour is a misthe..re points are covered in Mr. Burchett's articles, the letters chievous error which derogates from the duty of man
have been held over.
to his God (S. T., p. 91 ). It was a current belief in the
time of many of the writers of books in the Bible that
Jesus was God. They were mistaken in that belief
By GODFREY BURCHETT
(S. T., p. 75). Christ was a manifestation of God (S. T.,
JN the mission for which they used the mediumship of p. 70). As in the case of the Buddha the idea of Christ's
Stainton Moses the associated spirits led by Malachi divinity did not arise till many years after his death.
had for their chief object a great reform of religion and He never claimed any such position as His followers
especially of the Christian religion. Their scheme of have assigned to Him (M.S. T., p. 29). He was the
change for the creed of Christians is very far-reaching immediate expression of a separate spiritual phase of the
and seemed at first to Stainton Moses so destructive that Divine Will (ib.). It was not the first time, when Jesus
he rebelled against it. For a long time he was not sure was born in Bethlehem, that the principle which He
that his guides were right in demolishing the old ortho- represented was manifested among men. In all ages
doxy. But it was clear that while Malachi was sternly and among all people God has taught them of Himself
resolute in removing from Christian truth all the accretions (M.S. T., p. 76).
by which the misdirected zeal and the superstitions of
The Holy Spirit is not a Person in the Trinity. " Now
mankind had obscured it, he was supremely concerned to is being fulfilled the prophecy of Christ's return, as He
preserve the underlying truth and restore its pristine said ' The Comforter shall come.' That is the permeating
influence of His own Spirit, and thus His return is being
power and majesty.
The work of Mr. Findlay in his book The Rock of actually accomplished amongst you " (M.S. T., p. 34).
"The doctrine of the Trinity existed in Egypt as well
Tr11th is directed primarily by the purpose of clearing
away the accretions, leaving the residue to establish what as in India. The Trinity of Creative Power, Destructive
value remains to it after the clearing operations. He Power. and Mediatorial Power existed in India as Brahm,
is as resolute as Malachi in the disencumbrance. To what Siva, Vishnu ; in Egypt as Osiris, Typhon, Horus.
extent do Malachi's resulting restatement and Mr. Findlay's There were many Trinities in Egyptian theology. The
same existed in Persia as Ormuzd, Ahriman, Mithra
demolitions coincide ?
(the Reconciler)" (S. T., pp. 223, 224). This is in a comTHE DOCTRINE OF THE TRINITY
munication to Stainton Moses from Pru dens (Plotinus ).
.If we view Malachi's reforms in ,,.the order of their-. The declarations_ oLMalachLancLhis__i:oadjuto.rs ahout
importance for right belief we shall turn first to his the doctrine of the Trinity and the Divinity of Jesus
affirmation that the Deity is not triune. This is also have the same effect on the presentation of true Christianity
one of Mr. Findlay's conclusions.
as the conclusions of Mr. Findlay, who also traces the
"We teach that there is one Supreme Being over all, conception of the Trinity back to ancient theologies.
one who is not manifested as man has fancied, but who
has always announced to His creatures from time to time
THE OLD TESTAMENT
such facts about Himself as they are able to comprehend ;
Malachi's method of dealing with the Scriptures and
or, more strictly, has enabled them to develop in their the reason for it are explained in the following passage :
minds truer views 6f Himself and His dealings. We "That which seems contradictory is not in the Word
tell you, as Jesus told His followers, of a loving, holy, of God, but in the mind of man. Man was not content
pure God, who guides and governs the universe ; who with the simple message. He has adulterated it with
is no impersonal conception of the human mind, but a his glosses, overlaid it with his deductions and speculareal spiritual Father ; who is no embodiment or personi- tions. And so, as years go by, it comes to pass that
fication of a force, but a really existent Being, albeit known what came from God is in no sense what it was. It has
to you only by His operations and through your con- become contradictory, impure and earthy. When a
ception of His nature and attributes." (Spirit Teachings, further revelation comes, instead of fitting it reasonably,
p. 119).
it becomes necessary to clear away much of the superJes us is not God. "The incarnation of the Supreme in a stition that has been built on the old foundations ; the
body of flesh is a human figment ; a superstition which work of destruction must precede the work of addition.
advanced knowledge puts aside, with its erroneous
(Continued on Paae 30).
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16, Queens berry Place, South Kensington,

S.W.7.

Prmdwt : ROBER'!' FlELDING· OuLD M .A., M.D., M.R.C.P.
Vice-President : SIR ERN EST BENNETI, M . P .

Treas

A. A. CARNELL. Hon. Lihrarian: S. DB BRATH, M.l.C.E.
Secretary : MBRCY PHILLIMORB.
Hours: DAILY to a.m. to 6 p.m.
SATURDAYS 10 a.m. to I p.m
Telephone: Kensington 3758.
T elegrams : Survival, London
Hon.

CAP1'.

Esrablirhed 1884.
lncorporat<d 1896.
MEMBERSHIP FEE : ONE GUINEA PER ANNUM
dates ~rom mon t~ after enrolment, includes use of Library . adm ission to
al1 ~rdtn a ry me~t'mlls, ust- of ronms and facilh1e9 for sitrings with approved
mediums. Memht:rs resident abroad may have use of Library.
LIBRARY CATALOGUE !Classified) 2/10 post tree.

Private Sittings Daily w 1rb approved Mediums, including
Mrs. Abbott, Miss Bacon, Mrs. Garrett, Mrs. Mason, Rueb
Vaughan.
Home Circles. Apply to Suretary for information.
SYLLABUS OF SPRING SESSION NOW

READY

FREE PUBLIC LECTURES WITH DEMONSTRA!fIONS
OF CLAIR VO YANCE
TUESDAYS at 7.30 p.m.
Jan. 23rd- Address. MR. W. H. EVANS. Clairvoyance. MRS.
BERTHA H !RST.
Wed ., Jan. 24th, Class for Psychic Development at 3 p.m.
MR. A. VouT PETERS.
Clairvoyance at 3.15. Miss FRANCES CAMPBELL.
Thurs., Jan. !!6th, at 8.16. NEW YEAR PARTY.
Songs and Stories.
Admission by ticket, including refreshments. Members, 1/-;
Guests, 2/-.

" UNCLE HARRY IS HERE "
A BARRISTER ANALYSES AN EVIDENTIAL PSYCHIC
COMMUNICATION
We have received from a practising Barrister (111hose name and
address we kno1v) the Jollozving ana!Jsis of a comm,unication
received during a sitting at the L.S.A. with Mrs. Abbott.
wife, whose Christian name was Daphne, died on
the 30th of September, 1933. Apart from some
remote cousins whom I have not seen for over 20 years,
I have no relatives at all ; my wife had not seen any
of her relations for at least 10 years. We, having known
each other since we .were boy and girl, were very devoted.
I had no belief in Spiritualism whatsoever, and I
argued that, even if there were anything in it, after death
was the proper time to consider the matter and not now.
My wife, who was an extremely level-headed girl, had
attended only one seance when I was away some years
ago and strongly believed in it. I always refused to
discuss the matter as I considered it as leading to a morbid
state of mind and I had heard so often that " that way
madness lies."
Some months ·before her death she said to me : " If
only you will believe in it and I go first, I will get through
to you." I said "All right, if you die first, which I
hope you don't, I will try and believe in it, but let us now
drop the subject." We did not discuss it any more.
My wife was born in Australia and left there when she
was about 5 or 6 years of age. She was aware that her
father had some brothers, but she had not seen them
since she was about ten years old. Her maiden name
was the rather uncommon one of" EXE."
In August, 1930, we went for our holidays to Whiteacre ; and coming down from the station we saw the
name "Exe," Jewellers. My; wife wondered whether it
was one of her relatives and we decided to enquire.
She found it was one of her uncles and he invited us to
tea and we met his wife and their sons. (I do not know
if I heard Mr. Exe's Christian name; I may have done
so, but forgot it).
·
The uncle was pleased to see my wife and gave us
some photographs of the family which I still have; but
the two sons, who had never met her before (one was
about to be married and the other was going to sea)
did not take much interest in us, and my wife came to
the conclusion that ·her welcome was not as warm as
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holidays at Whiteacre, but we d:d not call upon my
wife's uncle and the matters above referred to passed
from my mind.
As stated, my wife died on the 30th of September,
1933, and partly on account of my promise to her and
partly because I was so distracted, I had a sitting with
Mrs._ Abbo~t on November 2nd, 1933. I sat facing the
Med1.u:n with a small table between us upon which was
a wnt111g pad and a pencil.
The Medium i~ediately began by telling me that
there was a lady beside me and described my wife with
far greater accuracy than I ever could have done all of
w~ich de~cr~ption I wrote down. (I have since ' shown
this descnpt10n to two confidential friends who ao-ree it
is remarkable). It, however, did not impress me In the
least. I though~ to myself " This is clearly telepathy."
I neve~ th~:rnght lt went further than this. T h e image of
my wife 1s constantly before me, and the Medium in
some way for which I cannot account sees her and
describes her.
After the description -tlie- MeCiiumsa1Cl : '--Sh~ s
Uncle Harry is here." I replied "I don't know Uncle
Harry." Medium: "She says he is here." Myself:
" All my Uncles are there but not one of them was named
Harry." Medium: " Well she says he's here."
The sitting continued for some time and I eventually
left. When I got outside I was extremely disappointed.
I said to myself, " This is clearly all flapdoodle. Every
man of my age (I am 44) has an uncle who is dead and it
is p~rfectly easy for a Medium to say 'Uncle is here,'
and if .she. be bold enough to add Tom, Dick, Harry or
John, 111 six cases out of ten she will be ricrht because
most of us had an Uncle possessing one of th ose names.
In my case, however, as none of my uncles was called
Harry, it is clear to me she has drawn a blank."
I did not give it :1P, however, but at my next sitting
I changed the Medmm. (This second sitting was not
successful and was abandoned after about 10 minutes).
About a couple of weeks lat ~r, when I was more settled
I was considering the persons I ought to write to wh~
probably had not heard of my wife's death and it occurred
to me that I ought to write to this uncle of hers. We
had not been . received very graciously, but still he was
her only relative on her father's side. I did not know
his address and had forgotten, if I ever knew, his Christian
names. I therefore wrote "My dear Mr. E xe-I am
sure you will be grieved to hear, etc.," and addressed the
letter to " Mr. Exe, the Jewellers, near Whiteacre Station
Whiteacre, Sussex." I received no reply. T his did no~
~urprise me, as we had seen him only once in 1930 and
1t may have been that he had seen us in Whiteacre in
August, 1932, and thought that we had io-nored
him by
0
not calling.
On Sunday afternoon, December 3rd, I went down to
the Temple and decided to have a "clear out" of my
desk, which I do about every two months. I came
across a number of visiting cards and found one with
" H. T. E xe " and his private address at Whiteacre.
On the back I had pencilled" August, 1930," evidently the
month when I saw him and he gave the card to me. It
suddenly flashed through my mind "Harry T . ExeUncle Harry is here."
"Now," I thought, " I've got her. This can very
easily be tested. I have only to go to Somerset House
and search among the deaths. I had seen M r. Exe in
August, 1930, and the search would not take Iona . Doubtless I should find nothing, as Mr. Exe was probably alive
and kicking."
Thinking it over, it seemed to me that in order to
make the test more certain, I ouo-ht to narrow things
down. I arg ued that if Mr. Exe h~d died before August,
1932, when we were last in Whiteacre, it was possible
that I had heard of his death and forgotten it. T herefore
(Continued on paee 30)
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SPIRITUALIST COMMUNITY

GROTRIAN

HALL

u5, WIGMORE STREET, W.

15,

QUEEN'S GATE, LONDON, S .W.7.
(Telephone: Western 3981)
Hon. Principal : Mrs. CHAMPION DE CRESPIGNY
Secretary: Mrs. M . HANKEY

1.

President :
Chairman & Leader :
Ron. Treasuru:
HAJ\'NEN SWAFFER
MRS. ST. CLAIR STOBART
w. T. LIVINGSTON
Secretary: Miss F. V. GREGORY.
Telephone: 6814 WELBECK

SUNDAY, JANUARY 14th, 1934.
11 a.m.-Mr. Horace Leaf.
Clairvoyant : Mr. Horace Leaf.

ADDRESS AND ffEMONSTRATTON OF Cl,AIRVOYANCE
Wednesday, January 17th at S.15 p.m.
(Visitors, 1/-.)

Mr. VOUT PETERS

GROUP CLAIRVOYANCE
L imited to ten sitters.

Seats must be booked

Friday, January 19th, at 5 p .m.

Miss JACQUELINE

CLASSES

FOR ~

DIAGNOSIS, HEALING AND DIETETICS

The Secretary will be glad to receive enquiries from anyone
Interested In a training cla•s now being formed under the
direction of COUNT_RICHARD HAMILTON.

6.30 p.m.-Mrs. Champion de Crespigny.
C lairvoyantc : Mrs. Grace Cooke.
Sunday, Jan. 21st, at 11 a.m.
. . Mr. PERCY SCHOLEY
Clairvoyant : Mr. Thomas Wyatt.
Sunday, Jan. 21st, at 6.30 p.m. • •
Mrs. ALICE BAILEY
Clairvoyante : Mrs. Estelle Roberts.

Silver Collection on entry

OPEN

MEETINGS

Wednesdays, 12.30 p.m.
Mondays, 6.30 p.m.
ADDRESS.
ORGAN RECITAL.
CLAIR VO YANCE.
QUESTIONS ANSWERED.
Admission Free.
PSYCHIC BOOKSHOP,
Open daily
EXCEPTED) 11 a.m. to 6 p .m.

WRITE to the Secretary for full particulars of private
appointments and Classes.

NEW

SYLLABUS

ON

APPLICATION

Marylebone Spiritualist

Association

LIMITED BY GUARANTEB

SUNDAYS at 7 p.m. at

QUEEN'S HALL
LANGHAM PLACE,

W . I.

Sun., Jan. 14th, at 7 p.m. Speaker: Mrs . ESTELLE
Clairvoyante: Mrs . Stella Hughes
ROBERTS
(Trance Address)

Sun., Jan. 21st, at 7 p.m.
Clairvoyante : Mrs. Hirst.

Speaker: Mr. H . ERNEST
HUNT

For particulars of weekday activities at Headquarters,
Marylebone House, 42, Russell Square, W .C.l.
App ly Secretary: MUSEUM 0676.

mbe'W.~. ~ttab'Jjurrau &

JLibrarp

5, SMITH SQUARE, WESTMINSTER
(Entrance North Street.)
Telephone : Vic. 0567.
'Hon. Secretary!Miss RSTELLE-STEAIT-:-~- -- ·-HOURS: MONDAY to FRIDAY, 11 a.m. till 6 p .m.

The Lending Library contains over a thousand volumes.
SPECIAL NOTICE.
There are a few~ vaca ncies in the Development Clai.s on Monday Afternoons at 3 p.m.
Private sittings can be arranged with well-known mediums for Psychic
Photography, Trumpet, Clairvoyance, Psychometry, Automatic writing.

EVERY WEDNESDAY at 3 p.m. Circle for Clairvoyance.
Limited to 8 persons. Members, 3/-; Non-Members, 4/-;
JAN. 17
24
31

Mrs. SMYTH.
Mrs. LIVINGSTONE.
Mrs. ABBOTT.

JAN. 26th

Mrs . ALICE BAILEY
"THE ETHERIC BODY."
Chair: Mrs. LUKE.

For particulars re Developing Classes and other activities
Apply Secretary, W.T.S. BUREAU, 5, SMITH

SYLLABUS ON APPLICATION.

Monday.
WEEKDAY ACTIVITIES
2.30-4 p.m.- Mrs. Livingstone, by appointment.
2.30 p.m. Mrs. Bird's Ladies' Healing Circle. For
appointments write to Mrs. Moysey (Hon. Secretary).
3-4 p.m. -Mrs. St. Clair Stobart welcomes inquirers.
6.30 p.m.- Open Meeting in the Grotrian Hall.
7 p.m. Mrs. Bird's Ladies' Healing Circle. For appointments write to Miss Robertson (Hon. Secretary).
8 p.m.-Mr. Hendry's class for development of the
healing faculty.
TueJday. 2 p.m. - Mrs. Gray's Private Healing Treatment.
For particulars, write to Mrs. Gray.
WcdneJday. 12.30- 1.30 p.m.-Open Meeting in Grotrian
Hall.
3-4 p.m. - Mrs. St. Clair Stobart welcomes inquirers.
ThurJday. 7 p.m. - Mrs. Bird's Mixed Healing Circle.
For appointments, write to Miss Michell (Hon.
Secretary).
·
Friday.
3-4 p.m.-Mrs. St. Clair Stobart welcomes inquirers .
. 6.30 p.m.-Students' Class.
Wednesday Circles (limited to eight sitterJ). Members, 3s. ,·
Non-Members, 4s.
January _17t1:__ 2.30- Mr. Glover Botham.
K3U~i1 more.
January 24th
2.30- Mrs. Cannock.
6.30- Miss Lily Thomas.

CHRISTMAS PARTY
will be held ·

TO-MORROW (SATURDAY)
Variety Programme and Refreshments. Admission I/expenses.

LIBRARY "AT HOMES" on alternate Fridays, 3 to 5.30 p.m.
Reception and general talk 3 to 3.30 p .m., followed by Lecture,
Dis cussion and Tea. Members, 1/- ; Non-Members, 2/-.
TO-DAY (Friday)
Mr . ROBERT KING
" THE SECRET OF HAPPINESS."
Chair : Mn. TAYLOR.

SQUARE.

(SATURDAYS

Members and thei1 friends welcome.
apply The Secretary.

By Appointment :
Mr. Glover Botham
Mrs. Esta Cassel
Mrs. Annie Johnson
Mrs. Rose Livingstone
Miss Lily Thomas
Mr. Thomas

to defray
For particulars

Miss Frances Campbell
Mrs. Fillmore
Mr. Horace Leaf
Mrs. Helen Spiers
Mrs. Beatrice Wilson
Wyatt

To facilitate the work of the Stewardr at the Sunday
ServiceJ, members are asked to bring with them their tickets
of memberJhip.
(SOCIETY ARRANGEMENTS CONTINUED ON PAGE 31)
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SPIRIT TEACHINGS AND DOGMA
(Continued from page 27)

The revelations are not contradictory ; but it is necessary
to destroy man's rubbish before God's truth can be
revealed " (S. T., p. 11 ).
The books of the Pentateuch were compiled by Ezra
and his scribes, Elnathan and J oiarib, and they " do
but embody the conceptions and legends of the period."
These books were compiled from more ancient records,
which were in danger of being lost, and some parts had
to be supplied from tradition or memory. The original
records of the days previous to Moses did not exist.
None of the books as they now stand is the work of the
reputed author (S. T., pp. 188, 189).
The biblical history of the earliest days is full of inconsistent statements ; it was written in a far later age
and when history had merged into legend, and much
of mere opinion and belief had become stamped with the
mark of authenticity (S.T., p. 184). God did not associate
with men after the anthropomorphic fashion described
in Genesis (S. T., p. 185). The account of the Creation and
the story of the Deluge in the Book of Genesis are legendary (S. T., p. 189). The early portions of this book are
mere legendary speculations collected and arranged by
the scribe. " Such are the Noachic and Abrahamic
legends, which exist in collateral forms in the sacred
books of other peoples." (S. T., p. 202).
The biblical record prior to the time of Melchizedek
is untrustworthy .(S.T., p. 203). In a personal rebuke
to Stainton Moses, Malachi wrote : " Tell us which is the
God with whom we are at variance in our ideal. Is it
the God who walked in human form with Adam, and is
fabled to have wreaked direful vengeance on the ignorant
creatures who are said to have committed what you now
see to be a very venial fault ? Or is it the God who
commanded His faithful friend to sacrifice to Him the
only child of his love as an acceptable offering ? " (S. T.,
pp. 95, 96).
The story of the fall of man from a state of purity to
·a state of sin, as usually described and accepted, is misleading (S. T., p. 153). Few can reconcile reason with
"so distorted a legend "(ib). The God of Abraham,
Isaac and Jacob was superior in the opinion of those who
worshipped him under that title, but onfy sttperior to the
gods of their neighbours. Each family had its own
representative deity by which its members vowed and
swore. "The name given to the Supreme, Jehovah
Elohim, shows you as much as that. Jehovah was, as he
was constantly called, the God of Abraham, Isaac and
Jacob; not the One Only God, but a family deity" (S. T.,
p. 205). The italics are in the original.
Melchizedek was the chosen vehicle of spirit-power
in a day when man had not cut himself off from belief
in spirit intercourse. He was the light shining in darkness, the prophet of God to one section of His people.
He, the Priest-King of Salem, bore the Divine Benediction
to the chosen Abram (S.T., p. 184). Manifestations of
spirit-power stretched in a grand chain from Melchizedek
to Christ (S.T., p. 187). "Many other chains of influence
there were, and many other centres from which truth,
more or less advanced, was diffused, but you are not
concerned with them. That which culminated in Jesus
Christ is that with which you are concerned" (ib.) .
The books of the Pentateuch only derive their information from authentic sources and embody truth
in dealing with the law. The Book of Deuteronomy
was the direct addition of Ezra's days and, though from
a different source, must be classed with the other legendary
books. The stories of the translation of Enoch and of
Elijah are legendary beliefs. " In earliest days the man
who attracted to himself the reverence of his fellows
and round whose name a certain reverential awe had
gathered, was fabled to have been taken to join his God
in the heaven for which his life had fitted him. Moses,
the mysterious agent of Divine power, the commanding
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head of his people, was so fabled to be mysteriously
removed from earth" (S. T., p. 189). The account of
Joseph in Egypt is transcribed from records (ib.) and the
accounts which concern the Mosaic law are more exact,
because precise records of the code were preserved as
sacred books and from these the particulars were taken (ib.)
There was a revelation of God to Moses by spirit
guides on Mount Sinai (S. T., pp. 57 and 188), and Moses
was in the chain of spirit influences between Melchizedek
and Christ (S. T., p. 185). Moses, Elijah, J eremiah and
Ezekiel were very powerful Mediums (M.S.T ., p. 57).
So was Daniel, and he was an incarnation of a very high
spirit (M.S. T., p. 44). He " received his commission
from Gabriel, the Archangel of God, the Chief of the
Ministering Angels, and from Michael the Archangel, the
Chief of the Hosts of the Lord against the adversaries "
(S. T., p. 203). Enoch was a highly-gifted spirit, so was
Noah but less perfectly. Deborah was " highly favoured"
and the Judges of Israel were chosen for the special
reason that they were amenable to spirit-influence (S.T.,
p. 188).
The ceremony of circumci~k
Egyptian mysteries. All the ceremonial purifications of
the Jewish temple were borrowed from Egypt. From
the same source cam~ the linen dresses of the priests and
the mystic cherubim that guarded the mercy-seat. " The
very idea of the Holy place and the Holy of Holies was
but an adaptation of the plan of the Egyptian temples "
(S. T., p. 223). The training which Moses received from
the Egyptian priests explains why these expressions of
Egyptian belief reappeared in Palestine (ib. ). Moses also
borrowed from the priests of Thebes the title of J ehovah,
"I am the I am." This originated with a Prophet of
Ra named Chom, who lived at On, the City of Light,
in the seventeenth century before the Christian era (S. T.,
p. 220).
In general, " the mythical anq legendary sources from
which most of the early books of the Bible were compiled
forbid you to attribute any weight to their historical statements or moral precepts, save when they are confirmed
by reasonable evidence from other sources " (S. T ., p. 202).
After Ezra's day the Old Testament was completed by
the addition of the books of Haggai, Zechariah and
Malachi.

"UNCLE HARRY IS HERE"
(Continued from page 28)

it seemed to me that if there were anything in it, " Uncle
Harry" ought to have died after August, 1932.
I went down to Somerset House on Monday, the 4th
of December. I began at the beginning of 1932. I
found nothing in the March quarter and nothing in the
June quarter. I turned to the September quarter and
there it was. " Uncle Harry " had died on the 26th of
September, 1932, about six weeks after we had left Whiteacre. I thereupon obtained a copy of his death certificate ..
There is a slight sequel. In the certificate I saw that
the son of Mr. Exe had registered his death ; and, in
order to make the evidence complete, I wrote saying that
I was sorry I had written to his father, but, of course, I
did not know at the time that he was dead, and I asked
him to return my letter or let me know the date he received it. I added that I should be pleased to see him
whenever he was in London as I could give him some
interesting information as to how I knew his father was
dead. He replied saying as I had written only saying my
wife had died, and they had entirely forgotten the name
and therefore had no idea who it was, they had destroyed
the letter. He added he would certainly call on me in
London and he would be pleased to see me if I came to
Whiteacre as he was interested to know how I knew
his father was dead.
I should add that as far as I remember I have never
previously obtained a death certificate from Somerset
House or elsewhere.
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1tbt J..onbon &piritual jllislion
FRIDAY

Sunday, Jan. 14th, at 11 a.m. . .
••
Mr. F . B. LEONARD
Address
Sunday, Jan. 14th, at 6.30 p.m.
Mrs. G. RAY RICHMOND
Addre19, Spirit-Descriptions and Messa11es.

Lecture. Subject :
"SPIRITUALISM & ITS MENTAL PHENOMENA"
Admission: By Ticket.
,. at 6.30 p.m.

<burcb

136, HARTFIELD RD., WIMBLEDON, S.W.19.

Mr. H. ERNEST HUNT at 8 p.m.

Sunday, January 14th, at 11 a.m.

&pirituali~t
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{Acuptinz th• Leadmhip of J•sus Christ)

13, PEMBRIDGE PLACE, BAYSWATER, W.2.

TO-DAY,

(Contd.)

Wednesday, Jan. 17th, at 7.30 p.m. .. Mrs. EVELYN THOMAS
Address, Spirit-Descriptions and Messages.
HEALING.-No char~e, Monday and Thursday, 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. Wednesday, 3 p.m. to 6 p.m •

Mr. LEWIS JEFFERSON
. . Mr. C. GLOVER BOTHAM

Address and Clairvoyance.
Wed., Jan. 17th, at 7.30 p.m.
Clairvoyance.
·Silver Collection.

Spirits CAN Communicate.

Mrs. B. STOCK
DOCTOR OF SPIRITOLOGY
WORLDWIDE INSTRUCTION
Depression proof.
Dignified.
Patients in Every Land.
SENSATIONAL MANUSCRIPTS about Jesus unearthed.
Latest discoveries.
Specimens-International Reply Coupon.
NEW "UNIVERSAL" LANGUAGE. Easy as A.B.C.
Correspond
with the whole world.
RELIGIOUS ORGANIZERS .
Full or epare time. Choose your own territory. Income
assured . EXTENSION COURSE SALESMEN. Full or
- spare time. - -.Experience unnecessary. We train you.
BOOK SALESMEN wanted.
FuII or spare time.
Leads furniohed .
I 00 % profit.
Seminary " M,"
South Wltitley, Ind., U.S.A.

The Psychomotor proves it.

This sensitive instrument enables anyone to establish communication
between the two worlds.
We guarantee every Psychomotor :To move without physical contact. To &pell out messages from the world
of Spirit.
Te answer mental questions.
To re•pond to mind-forces.
Write now for descriptive circular. Test Models 3/6 and 7 /6.
Super Sensitive Model De-LUJ:e £1 0 0. Post free U-K. and colonieo.

Oaspy, Mystic, 56, Smithford Street, Coventry.

THE PSYCHIC TALKING CARD AND PENDULUM
FOR MESSAGES, AND TELEPATHIC DEVELOPMENT
This lettered Card, used with a Pendulum, forms an easy means of investigation into the psychic. Many who earnestly desire
communication are making no progress for want of an instrument that can give the necessary help. " Responda " is simple
and sensitive enough to yield results even to those endowed with but little mediumship. Can be operated by one
person, sitting alone at home. Miss J. U. Bexhill writes: "I am led to write and thank you for the' Responda.' Words cannot
express what it has already done for me ... I am in constant touch with my dear father
Now I know."
Post paid, Home, 3/8; Abroad, 4/3

"RES PON DA"

Also " RESPONDA LUMINOUS."
The same in principle as the ordinary " Responda," but set in case, self-luminous, and usable in light, dimness, or complete
darkness.
Mrs. N. de H. writes:-" I want to thank you for your wonderful "Responda," which enables me to communicate with
my beloved husband. Life is quite changed for me since I have it, and I am deeply thankful for it . . .
Please send a " Responda Luminous " to . . . .''
Post paid, Home £1 I 0 ; Abroad £1 3 0. (Price altered by increased
cost of manufacture.)

Both obtainable from

R. A. ROBSON,

21

FAIRFAX ROAD,

Clas~tfitb

CHISWICK, LONDON, W.4.,

ENGLAND

abberttstments

Classified Advertisements, which must be prepaid, I/- per line (Average 9 words per line). Minimum 2/-. Send with remittance to:
ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER "LIGHT," 16, Queensberry Place, S.W.7. Phone: Kensington 3758 .
Advertisements given over the 'phone cannot be guaranteed unless confirmed In writing •

.ffltbiums

~strologp

HORACE LEAF. Dally, Monday to Friday, 10.30-5.30, or by appointment. Developing Class, Tuesday\,8 p.m., 2/-. Psychometry · Wednesday, 3 p.m., 2/-. Psychometry
y post, 5/-.
Clairvoyance (Trance)
3 p.m., 3/6 Friday. Healing. Psrchic Correspondence Course, r::,rticulars on
W~fl';,~o'i. r.rotrian Hall (Studio No. 3), 115, Wigmore Street,
ndon, W.1.

38

NAOMI BACON (Trance Medlum);-Can be- seen by appointment"
at the London Spiritualist Alliance, 16, Queensberry Place, S.W.7. (Kens. 3758)
and at The British College of Psychic Science, 15, Queen's Gate, S.W.7.
(Western 3981).
T. E. AUSTIN holds every Thursday a Developing Class at 3 p.m.
and 8 p.m. and Public ClairYoyance and Psychometry on Sundays at 7 p.m.
Private Sittings, Trance and Normal by appointment.- 23, Upper Addison
Gardens, W . 14. Park 3345.
PSYCHOMETRY from small articles worn or used, letters or writing.
Readings resumed as usual. Send postal order 2s. Gd. (stamped envelope
appreciated.
Janet Lamenby, 4, Darley Drive, West Derby, Liverpool.
(31)
MARIAN MORETON. At Home Dally. CLAIRVOYANCE. 81,
Westboume Terrace, W.C.2. (Near Lancaster Gate Station). Paddington 0597.
B. D. MANSFIELD, Trance Medium, holds a Public Seance every
Wednesday and Friday at 8 p.m. Fee 2/-. Thursdays, Psychometry at
3 and 8 p.m., 1/-. Healing by appointment no charge is made. Private sittings
by appointment. 118, Belgrave Road, S.W.t.
(46)
GERALD DE BEAUREPAIRE, Clairvoyance, Psychometry, Trance,
Group Seances, Developing Classes. Clients visited. Postal Psychometry 2/6
Public Clairvoyance. Lectures. 62, Foxbourne Road, Balbam, S.W.17.
Telephone : Streatham 7848.
(898)
MRS. GUTHRIE, Clalrvoyante and Psychometrlste. Interviews daily
by appointment, at Homes attended, clients visited.-15, Westgate Terrace,
Redcliffe Square; S.W.10. Flax. 7431.
(1049)
BERNARD RODIN (Trance and Normal Psychic) Public Speaker,
Demonstrator. Sitting•, Diagnosis, Healing daily by appointment, (will visit
if necessary). Postal Poychometry 2/6. DevelopinE classes conducted.-11,
Shrcwabury Ave., Kenton, Middx. (Bakerloo & Met. Rlya.) Wordsworth 2375.

Qetrdt~
ALFRED VOUT PETERS
Hold• a public Circle every Monday at
Brunswick Square, London, W.C.I.

8, at

51,

Hunter Street

anb jlumerologp

SUBMIT Time, Date, Place of Birth, Sex. 5/· P.O. Horoscope and I
year's forecast. Vaughan, 93, Cowgate, Norwich.
PUNDIT SENHA, INDIAN MYSTIC and ASTROLOGER, Clairvoyant.
Write in first instance for appointment
To 39, Camden Road,
N.W.1.

-

-·---~ftltu--~1rt1u-·-

.-

QUEEN'S GATE.-Furnlshed service suites and rooms. Suites from
£3 3s. Od. Rooms from 25/-. Constant hot water, fitted basins, etc. All meals
if required.
Mrs. Nelson, I Queen's Gate Terrace, S.W.7.
4795 Western.

&tasibt anb Countrp J>otels,
apartmtnts, etc.

LONDON
"LILY HURST," Health Culture Hydro, 95, Upper Tulse Hill,
S.W.2. for a sun bathing rest cure holiday. Solario Garden Chalets. Nonmeat cuisine. From 2i guineas. W. S. Hendry. Tulse Hill 3045.
(925)
SUSSEX
" YOUR SPIRITUAL HOME." All Bedrooms hot and cold water,
electric light, !f"S fires, pure, varied, generous diet. Write for tariff-Mr
and Mrs. Massmgham, 16 and 17, Norfolk Terrace, Brighton.
(24)

:llltscrllantous

THE LONDON DISTRICT COUNCIL of the S.N.U. require the
services of a Voluntary Worker as Secretary, either sex. Splendid op_R~rtunity
for services to London Spiritualism. Letters only Secretary, 24, Whitestile
Road, Brentford, Middx.
GREY OR FADED HAIR : healthful, natural remedy, not a dye or
stain, certain and safe, booklet free. Bottles 3/- and 7 /6, post free. Please
write, M . NEAL, 179, Sutherland Avenue, London, W.9.
8/- Cloth, 12/- Rexin,!', rd. corners, red-gilt
by post 6d. extra. KOSMON MANUAL
No. I, or Life Conaciousness and Persistence, 1/6 ppr., 2/8 poat free.
The 1".0SMON PRESS, 39, CHESTNUT ROAD, S.B.Zf.
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BOOKS OBTAINABLE FROM THE

L. S. A.

P U B L I CAT I 0 NS

LTD.

16, QUEENSBERRY PLACE, LONDON, S.W.7.
My Philosophy-Sir Oliver Lodge . .
21/6
Psychical Research-Prof. Hans. Driesch..
6/6
The Rock of Truth-J. Arthur Findlay
6/6
The Cleophas Scripts by Geraldine
On the Edge of the Etheric-J. Arthur
Cummins:
Findlay
4/1. The Scripts of Cleophas
13/The Unbroken Melody of Life-John G.
2.
Paul
in
Athens
(cheap
edition)
6/6
Findlay
3/10
3. The Great Days of Ephesus . .
8/Opening the Psychic Door-F. W. FitzThe Road to Immortality Geraldine
Simons
13/Cummins
G/6
The Supernormal- G. C. Barnard . .
8/Health-R. H. Saunders
6/6
He Became Man-F. H . Haines
8/Healing Through Spirit Agency - R. H.
A Voice from Heaven-F. H. Haines
4/6
Saunders
. . 3/10
The
Candle
of
the
Lord-W.
H.
Evans
3/10
Ahmed's Daughter (Novel)-Horace Leaf
6/6
Life "Beyond Death-with Evidence-Rev.
Proof-Rev. V. G. Duncan
6/6
C. Drayton Thomas
4/We Are Here-Judge Dahl
4/Man's Survival After Death - Rev. C. L.
Dreams of Udar (Poems)-Margaret V.
Tweedale
11/Underhill
6/4
WORKS BY STAINTON MOSES
6/6
More Spirit Teaching-s-------~--1-{8
Spirit Teachings (Tenth Edition)
Stainton Moses (His Life and Work)
l!d.Pearls of Great Price (Selected passages
7d.
from ''Spirit Teachings")

THE

LS.A. BOOKLETS
5/6 the set of five

l/l each.
1.
2.
8.

Human Survival and Its Implications. Helen
A. Dallas.
The Mental Phenomena of Spiritualism.
Rev. C. Drayton Thomas .
The Physical Phenomena of Spiritualism.
Stanley de Brath.

Listening in-Olive C. B. Pixley

1/1

_4 .
6.

The Psychic Faculties and Their Development-Helen MacGregor and Margaret V.
Underhill
Demonstrated Survival : Its Influence on
Science, Philosophy and Religion.
Sir
Oliver Lodge.

Objections to Spiritualism Answered
Helen A. Dallas

1/2

(ALL PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE)

X

~y

........_.....,_~ Seven & Sixpence

=~~~~

the Author of" Distant Hills

Are Always Green."

(3rd Imp.)

RA HEL
Comforted
With prefaces by the late Sir A. CONAN DOYLE
and the late W. T. STEAD

by Mrs. FRED MATURIN
Being
The Conversations of a Mother in
the Dark with her Child in the
Light

"THE GREAT DAYS OF EPHESUS"
(Scripts of Cleophas)

GERALDINECUMMIN ~
Introduction by E. B. GIBBES

(With a Critical Foreword by a
distinguished Theological Expert)
A brilliant picture is drawn of the worship of Diana,
of the various pagan cults, of the philosophers, magicians
and Mystery-worshippers. Episodes are revealed which,
it is alleged, led to St. Paul's ordinances concerning women .

6/-

11 lustrated

Revelation of Inner
History Beh·nd
CORINTH IA
EPISTLES

HUTCHINSON & Co. (Publishers) Ltd., London

RIDER & Co.
_ _ _ _ Paternoster Row, London _,,....,._.......
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